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Product URL https://poserworld.com/boeing-737-800-aircraft-object-for-vue

Short Description:  This product is a native Aircraft object for Vue in .vob format.  The Boeing 

737-800 is the third major generation in the 737 class of next generation widebody jets wich started 

production in 1996, with the 189 passanger Boeing 737 800 introduced into service in 1998 and 

becoming the largest fleet in the class with over 4500 produced to date.  The Boeing 747-800, also 

known as the Queen of the Skies, is the latest and largest version of the iconic Boeing 747 series. 

This magnificent aircraft was designed to continue the legacy of the original 747, which 

revolutionized air travel by being the first twin-aisle airplane and enabling more people to fly 

farther, faster, and more affordably than ever before. 

1024x1024 and 1536x1536 texture maps included 

Aircraft Dimensions: 

Lenghth:	 129 ft 6 in  (39.5 m) 

Wingspan	 117 ft 5 in  (35.7 m) 

Overall height	 41 ft 3 in  (12.6 m) 

Boeing 737-800 is painted in factory scheme and optimized for Vue as a non-exportable at 

approximatly 5000 polgons, this model witch is perfect for mid-air and background scene props at 

the airport. Hide landing gear node for flight. 

 

Other formats available at VanishingPoint.com.  Mesh by Digimation, optimized for Vue by 

Dream Cutter LLC for Vanishing Point Inc., May 2015. 

Full Description:  The Boeing 747-800, also known as the Queen of the Skies, is the latest and 

largest version of the iconic Boeing 747 series. This magnificent aircraft was designed to continue 

the legacy of the original 747, which revolutionized air travel by being the first twin-aisle airplane 

and enabling more people to fly farther, faster, and more affordably than ever before.The most 

prominent feature of the Boeing 747-800 is its distinctive hump, which is a result of the aircraft's 

unique design. The hump houses the cockpit and an upper deck, which provides additional seating 

or can be used for other purposes such as a lounge or business class cabin. This design not only 

gives the 747-800 its recognizable appearance but also allows for more efficient use of space and 



better aerodynamics.The 747-800 has several key features that make it stand out from its 

predecessors and other aircraft including advanced technology and enhanced flexibility and greater 

range from such as advanced aerodynamics, improved fuel efficiency, and quieter engines.  The 

747-800 has a longer range and can carry more passengers than the earlier 747 models, making it 

an ideal choice for long-haul flights and high-density routes. The aircraft is available in both 

passenger and freighter versions, allowing airlines to adapt the aircraft to their specific needs. 

The extra spacious cabin, improved lighting, and larger windows, providing passengers with a 

more comfortable and better scene rendering experience The Boeing 747-800 is a remarkable 

aircraft that has left an indelible mark on the world of aviation. Its unique design, advanced 

technology, and influential moments in history have made it a true icon of the skies.Usage License: 

You are completely free to use this figure in any commercial or non-commercial render, image, or 

animation. 

You may NOT sell or give away any files found in this zip package without express permission. 

You are free to redistribute your own textures as you wish, provided they do not use any images 

found in this zip file.  

You are free to use this model in your game or app, provided the end user can not extract the 3d 

model

Price $6.00

SKU:  VPDC01001810

MPN:  VPDC01001810




